Action Accepted by FPDO and MTO in Meeting 10/30/87 in Lee Beach's office
Re: Facility/Location Options for BART Tunnel

In a follow-up meeting about end of Nov. or just B Dec., present info to Lee Beach and
others:

- Options for a facility either in the
  Minor Constr. Program or Rehab & Mod
  Program

- Siting options for above options

- Rehab Possibilities, if any identified

- Earliest Practical Possibilities for either
  Minor Constr. or Rehab & Mod. Program

- Pros and Cons of all the above
  options

* I also had a note that stated need to
  update Cost Est. for Minor Program based
  on expanded BART needs. Also:

  - Are PER Needed?
  - Can Aero Fund PER?
  - Earliest year this Req't could likely bump
    a minor program project?
1rv -

I've picked 5 sites that have variable rankings in the elements of the spreadsheet.

After discussion, we may assign R.O.M. costs for some/all/others.

John M.